
Our company is growing rapidly and is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of software engineer / architect. We appreciate you taking the time to
review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of
the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your level of
experience.

Responsibilities for software engineer / architect

Support problem management and solve 3rd level most challenging issues
Design, build and roll-out repeatable patterns for DevOps implementation for
infrastructure provisioning, code deployment and automated testing
Design, architect and build data-models, datamarts, KPIs, dashboards, and
reports for data warehouse applications
Design and develop ETL mappings to load data warehouse applications
Evaluate new and emerging Business Intelligence technologies, features, and
products
Lead efforts to catalog and share research results related to current versus
future BI Infrastructure states
Assist team to ensure adherence to negotiated service-level agreements
Consult with key individuals across multiple projects regarding the usage and
application of BI architectural/infrastructure standards
Approve/reject variances from standards, and enforce and report all
variances, as needed
Ensure new and existing applications meet BI Infrastructure standards, and
oversee the audits of proposed infrastructure designs to ensure adherence to
BI architectural standards

Qualifications for software engineer / architect

Example of Software Engineer / Architect Job
Description
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7+ years of hands-on coding and software design including work on large-
scale applications as part of a team
Bachelor’s, master’s, or doctorate degree in a computer science or related
field
A track record of projects completed on time – you are a flawless executor,
not a procrastinator
You find satisfaction in a job well done and want to solve head-scratching
challenges
Solid software design knowledge – you should know how to create software
that’s extensible, reusable and meets desired architectural objectives
Experience with Java, and the willingness to learn new technologies
(experience with other object-oriented languages is okay too, but our code is
Java so you should be able to get up-to-speed on at least one of them
quickly)


